Marlow Explorer 80E
The new long range offshore cruiser at 80 feet from Marlow yachts accomplishes what
many in the industry found to be an elusive or impossible goal. Combining interior
accommodations worthy of vessels 90’ and over with the lithe performance of a
ballerina at sea, the ME 80 features both the large and sumptuous Command Bridge
with a spacious Sun Bridge and a Flying Bridge that is blended seamlessly with the
Command bridge to produce a spirited performer that carries the hallmark of
esthetic beauty that is a Marlow legacy.
Once thought impossible, the concept of traveling great distances at more than a
snail’s pace, while attaining speeds that might make a high speed coastal cruiser
jealous is the practical reality of all Marlow Yachts. Unrestricted in navigational limits,
and offering 20% higher speeds at long range mode, the Marlow lineup is capable of
reaching speeds in excess of 30 knots with moderate power.
Once thought to be the exclusive province of inshore lightweight cruisers or grossly
overpowered Sport Fishermen with very low range capabilities, the new Marlow 80,
like her larger sister 97, will exceed 30 knots in moderate load and sea conditions
with moderate horsepower compared to others. In fact a recent test revealed that a
prestigious brand vessel of 92’ with more than 1000 additional horsepower on tap
reached approximately the same speeds as the Marlow 97, while consuming 30%
greater fuel.
At ocean crossing speeds, these elegant cruisers will allow offshore passages at
speeds thought unattainable a few years ago and allow high speed sprints to exotic
ports of call without refueling or concern. As example the latest new Marlow 80 will
travel from West Palm Beach to Labrador at speeds 30% higher than vessels
constrained by hull shape to under 7 knots, yet will sprint nonstop from West Palm
Beach to Bermuda at speeds over 20 knots. Miami to Isla Mujeres? No issue at all; in
fact, go, enjoy the fabulous waters of the upper Caribbean and return to Key West,
without refueling.
While on board, bask in the old world craftsmanship that Marlow is famous for with
understated elegance and quality equal to the Renaissance period combined with
today’s technology that has no peer.
Find your private and luxurious island, on board an exquisite example of the yacht
builders art ranging from 49-97’.
Marlow Yachts; Sometimes Words Are Simply Inadequate.

